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TARIFF
/

*

NTD 15,000

都會客房

9.7

精采客房

10.8

/ 37m²

NTD 16,000

豪華客房

11.2

/ 38m²

NTD 18,000

卓越客房

12

賦樂客房

14.6
10%

/ 33m²

/ 41m²
/ 49m²

NTD 19,000
NTD 21,000

5%
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BLENDING SOPHISTICATION & LUXURY, EUROPEAN CLASSIC & MODERN
AESTHETICS
HOTEL PROVERBS Taipei PROUDLY STANDS IN THE EAST OF TAIPEI
WITH PREMIUM STEAK RESTAURANT & ONE OF ASIA’S 50 BEST BARS
Standing proudly in the bustling East District of Taipei, HOTEL PROVERBS Taipei,
one subsidiary of GLORIA HOTEL GROUP, is a congregating venue for trendsetters and
socialites with its unique design aesthetics of blending sophistication, luxury, serenity with
tranquility. In 2016, the hotel has become a member of Design HotelsTM and a partner of
SPG. There are 42 luxurious rooms in 5 types, an exquisite landscaped pool on the
rooftop, and a variety of multifunctional rooms for conferences, banquets, and private gettogethers, while its premium steak restaurant TK SEAFOOD & STEAK satisfies the most
picky gourmets and EAST END, one of Asia’s 50 Best Bars, offers the best place to go for
enjoying the nights in the city.
Located behind the SOGO Department Store Zhongxiao, this conveniently situated
hotel is extremely eye-catching with its post-modernism and refined industrialism
combined aesthetics designed inside and out by renowned architect Ray Chen. The black,
rigid exterior combines mystery, luxury, and environmental consciousness and green
building concept by using meshes to bring in abundant sunlights and planting numerous
plants and to harmoniously, refreshingly blend the nature and modernism. The interior of
the hotel is decked out in sedate copper, mellow wood, textured leather, delicate fabrics
and other elegant materials to keep the warmth of “home” while being trendy. Ray Chen is
an expert in combining the old with the new, such as the black iron sheets on the ceiling
that had decorated a centuries-old European castle, and now are reflecting the eight
crystal chandeliers here, therefore create a new life on the marks of time. The guest rooms
range between 33m² and 49m² in size, each with unique and individualized design, are
divided conceptually into “sections”: lounge section, sleeping section, the bathing section,
etc. None of these areas has its own fixed location, nor are they positioned in the usual
logical way. Such as the special type room with bathtub at the entrance that defies the
stereotype of floor plans and fulfills the guests’ “fantasy” of home. This is also the
embodiment of HOTEL PROVERBS Taipei’s spirit “Indulge Yourself” that shows you both
the delicate taste and carpe diem life style.
And for the gourmets, a visit to HOTEL PROVERS Taipei will never leave their taste
buds disappointed either. Located on the first floor, TK SEAFOOD & STEAK, lead by Chef
Jack Tsai, is one of the top experts in high-temperature, direct fire, oven-roasted steaks in
Taiwan and by applying the exclusive aging and oven-roasting techniques on premium
steaks, seafood and fresh ingredients, along with daily harvested fruits and vegetables
from private farm, the restaurant brings out the best of these ingredients’ flavors. In this
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three-story high lobby space decorated with mirrors reflecting lights from eight Austrian
crystal chandeliers and collaged floor of vintage Italian tiles, the guests are bathed in a
dreamy montage of light and shadow. At the entrance, the rhodonite aging cabinet
displays house dry-aged premium beef, while the open kitchen diffuses a relaxed, fun
working atmosphere that brings diners and chefs closer. Premium ingredients such as
aged beef, duck breasts and seafood are roasted in the Spanish JOSPER oven, the secret
weapon of the restaurant, to perfectly integrate the aromas of the ingredients and grilling.
Before been taken out of the oven, the ingredients are smoked with steam from soaked
debris of white oak barrels once held bourbon whiskey from JACK DANIEL’s the American
distillery founded in Tennessee in 1866. The moisture from the steam adds another layer
of ripe and rich aroma of whiskey to the ingredients and makes them more satisfying to all
food-lovers.
For the night-owls out there, there is no need to go out for EAST END, one of Asia’s
50 Best Bars, is right inside the hotel on the third floor. EAST END, inspired by the samenamed area known for its bars and plebeian cultures in east London, is the first hotel bar
in Taiwan titled with “Asia’s 50 Best Bars” and one of Design HotelsTM’s international cocktail bars. The characteristic cocktails and strong bartender team are frequent winners of
both domestic and international cocktail competitions. Its unique design has created a rare
bar space in Taipei. The cocktails here focus on layers of both aroma and taste, and the
strong bartender team are keen on global trends and frequently invite renowned foreign
guest bartenders to provide visitors with the best enjoyment of world-class delicacies and
drinks. EAST END are offering visitors total relaxing, indulging fun experiences, day and
night, with its upscale environment, natural, delicate services, and professional, outstanding cuisine and food pairing.
With its splendid space, delicacies and drinks, HOTEL PROVERBS Taipei is a space
for every traveler to tell their own story. We strive to provide a veritable buﬀet for the
senses of taste, sight, and touch for each and every guest, and together we’ll embark on
the pursue of the fine things in life.

HOTEL PROVERBS Taipei
56, Sec.1, Da'an Road, Da'an Dist., Taipei City 106, Taiwan
TEL: +886 2 2711 1118
FAX: +886 2 2711 1117
www.hotel-proverbs.com
Reservation Number: +886 2 2711 5539
Reservation E-mail: reservation@hotel-proverbs.com
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TK SEAFOOD & STEAK
Business Hours
Breakfast: 6:30 am - 10:00 am (semi-buffet)
Lunch: 12:00 pm - 3:00 pm (last order 2:30 pm)
Dinner: 5:30 pm - 10:00 pm (last order 9:30 pm)
Reservations: +886 903 393 008
EAST END
Business Hours:
Sunday - Thursday: 14:00 pm - 1:00 am
Friday - Saturday: 14:00 pm - 2:00 am
Reservations: +886 903 531 851
Room Rates
Room Type

Room Size

Price

Urban Room

33m²

NT$15,000

Classic Room

37m²

NT$16,000

Deluxe Room

38m²

NT$18,000

Premium Room

41m²

NT$19,000

Proverbs Room

49m²

NT$21,000

*Rates are subject to 10% service charge and 5% tax
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